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Observe Veterans' Day

DATEBOOK
Monday, Nov. 8
Italian Alm Series, "Padre Padrone."
(1975), 3:30 p.m., Gish Fdm Theater. Free.

Subtitles.
Senior Transitional Education Program
lleetlng, 7 p.m., Amani. Coounons.
Concert, by the BGSU Electric Guitars. 7
;i.m., Bryan Reci1al Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Cen1er. Free.

Auditions, for the BGSU Theatre
production of "The Wrz: 7-10 p.m .• 405
University Hall. Call 372-2222 for more
information.
Ethnic Studies Conference Event,
concert by the jazz group the Murphys, 7 p.m .•
followed by a presentation by actor Danny
Glover entitled "An Evening with James
Baldwin and Langston Hughes," 8 p.m ..
Koback.er Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center.
Free. Tickets required and are available at the
Moore Musical Arts Center box office.
International Film Series, "'Speaking
Parts." (Canadian 1989). 8 p.m .. Gish Film
Theater. Free.

Tuesday, Nov. 9
People for Racial Justice Meeting, 1O·
1 I :30 a.m .. Taft Room. Union.
Administrative Staff Council Executive
Meeting, noon-1 p.m .. Canal Room. Union.
Multicultural Alumni Speakers Series, 7
p.m.. Amani, Commons.
Ethnic Studies Conference Event, a
p;ogram paying tribute to black author James
Baldwin conducted by John Scott. ethnic
studies. 7 p.m .. Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
Free.
Concert, BGSU Fall Wind Ensemble, 7
p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
Planetarium Show, "The Light-Hearted
Ast-onomer & More Than Meets The Eye." 8
p.m .. BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.

Wednesday, Nov. 10
Lambda Lunch, gay/lesbian faculty. staff

and graduate students meet for lunch and
conversation. Call 372-7565 for more
information.
Feminist Forum, '"Getting Through the
Grind: Women Working and Winning in
Graduate Schoor by Jessica Dully, noon-1
p.m., conference room, Jerome Library.
Ethnic Studies Conference Event, the
dedication of the James Baldwin Conference
Room in the ethnic studies department in
Shatzen Hall by actor and Distinguished
Bowling Green Alumnus Bernie Casey. 2:304:30 p.m. A reception and department open
house will follow the dedication in the foyer of
Shatzel Hall.
Ethnic Studies Conference Event, Dr.
Houston Baker will give the keynote address.
special guests will be Or. David Leeming,
Bernie Casey. Or. E. San Juan and Dr. Pat
Schnapp. 7:30 p.m .. Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Union.
Festival Series F.:>rum, a pre-concert
discussion will be hosted by Paul Hunt. 7:30

p.m., Bryan Recital Hal, Moore Musical Arts
Cen1er. Free.

Festival Series Concert. Tafelmusik.
Canada's premiere orchestra on period
instruments. 8 p.m .• Kobacker HaD. Moore
Musical Arts Cen1er. Cal 372-8171 or 1-800589-2224 for ticket information.

Thursday, Nov. 11
Ethnic Studies Conference Event, a
panel consisting of Dr. David Leeming, Dr. E.
San Juan anad Dr. Pat Schnapp will discuss
the life and works of James Baldwin. 9:30
a.m.• Campus Room. Union.
Ethnic Studies Conference Event, a
roundtable discussion of aitical responses to
Baldwin will take place with Dr. Houston
Baker. Dr. David Leeming, Dr. Pat Schnapp.
Robert Early. and Dr. Roger Schmidt. 10 :30
a.m .. Campus Room. Union.
Ethnic Studies Conference Event, a
graduate student panel will discuss student
responses to Baldwin, 1:30-3:30 p.m .. Campus
Room. Union.
Racism Reduction Center ~ting, 8
p.m .• second floor. Student Service Building.
Firelands Humanities Week. "Dark of the
Moon." a play based on the "Ballad of Barbara
Allen." 8 p.m .• McBride Auditorium. Tickets
are $5 for adults. $4 for senior citizens. adult
groups and individual high school students.
and S3 for Flrelands College and BGSU
students and high school groups. Call 4339969 to reserve tickets.
Tchaikowsky and 1he Russians Series, a
performance entitled "The Young Virtuosi." 8
p.m .• Kobacker Hall. Moore Muscial Arts
Center. Free.
Concert, by leading jazz guitarist Rick
Stone. 9 p.m.. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center. Tickets are $5 for adults
and $3 for students. Call 372-8171 or 1-S00589-2224 to reserve tickets.

Friday, Nov. 12
Reflective Teaching Series, a presenta·
lion by Ed Jadallah entitled "Reflective
Teaching in a Community Education Center,"
9:3D-11 :30 am.. Alumni Room, Union.
Conference, BSU-BBCA Midwest Black
Student Unity. 11 am.-9 p.m., Lenhart Grand
Ballroom. Union.
Feminist Forum, "Building a Statewide
Women's Network" by Deb Ballam. noon-2
p.m.. Ohio Suite. Union.
Volleyball, vs. Kent, 7 p.m.. Anderson
Arena.
UAO Alm, "The Last Action Hero," 7 p.m..
9:30 p.m. and midnight. 21 O Math Science
Building. Admission is $1.50 with vafld BGSU

Slide, one of the produeers. Slide will lead a
diSC1 ission after the showing. Free.
Firel8nds Hum8nlties Week, "Dark of the
Moon," a play based on the "Ballad of Barbara
Allen." 8 pm., McBride Aucitorium. Tdlets
are $5 for adults. $4 for senior citizens. adult
groups and individual high school students,

and $3 for F1telands College and BGSU
students and high school groups. Call 433·
9969 to reserve tickets.

Saturday, Nov. 13
Conference, BSU-BBCA Midwest Black
Student Unity, 11 am.-9 p.m.. Lenhart Grand
Ballroom. Union.
Tchaikowsky and the Russians Series,
Russian pianist Lev V1assenko will give a
master class. 2 p.m.. Bryan Recital Hall.
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Women's Swimming, vs. Toledo. 3 p.m.,
Cooper Pool.
Volleyball, vs. Akron. 4 p.m .• Anderson
Arena.
Men's Swimming, vs. Toledo, 5:30 p.m .•
Cooper Pool.
.
UAO Film, "The Last Action Hero." 7 p.m.,
9:30 p.m. and midnight. 21 O Math Science
Building. Admission is $1.50 with valid BGSU
l.D.
Firelands Humanities Week, "Dark of the
Moon." a play based on the "Ballad of Barbara
Allen." 8 p.m .• McBride Auditorium. Tickets
are $5 for adults. $4 for senior citizens. adult
groups and individual high school students.
and $3 for Firelands College and BGSU
students and high school groups. Call 4339969 to reserve tickets.

Sunday, Nov. 14
BGSU Annual Band-0-Rama, 3 p.m .•
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center.
The Concert Band. Fall Wind Ensemble and
Falcon Marching Band will perform. Admission is $5 for adults and $3 for students. Call
372-8171 or 1-800-589-2224 to reserve
tickets.
Tchalltowsky and the Russians Serles, a
lecture by Anesa MiDer-Pogacar on great
Russian novelists. 6:30 p.m.. Bryan Reci1al
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Planetarium Show, "The Light-Hearted
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye."
7:30 p.m., BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.
Tchat'kowsky and the Russians Serles, a
concert by Russian pianist Lev Vlassenko. 8
p.m .• Kobacker Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Tickets are $5 for adults and $3 for
students. Call 372-8171 or 1-800-589-2224 to
reserve tickets.

l.D.
Reading, Chris UeweUyn will read from her
poetry, 7:30 p.m .. Faculty Lounge, Union.

Monday, Nov. 15

Free.
Planetarium Show, "The Light-Hearted
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye." 8
p.m., BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.
Documentary Midwest Premiere, "The
Silent Feminists: America's First Women
Directors." 8 p.m., Gish Film Theater. The
documentary will be introduced by Anthony

Italian Rim Serles, "The Conformist."
(1970). 3:30 p.m.• Gish Film Theater. Free.
Subtitles.
Auditions, for the BGSU Theatre
production of "Breakfast Anytime," 7 p.m.. 400
University Haft. Call 372-2222 for more
information.

FACULTYfflTAFFPOSITIONS
The following faculty positions are available:
English: Assistant professor (two positions. probationary, full-time). Contact Richard Gebhardt
(2·2576). Deadline: Review begins Nov. 15 and continues until filled.
Environmental Health Program: (Recpened) Assistant professor (tenure-track). Contact Gary
Silverman (2-7774). Begins January 1994 or August 1994.
The following administrative staff positions are available:

Admissions: Director of admissions. Contact Peter Hutchinson, Office of Academic Affairs.
Reivew of applicatiOnS begins Nov. 15.
Student Actfvltles: Director of orientation. Contact personnel services (2-8426). Deailine:
Dec.3.

FoRSAT,E
The educational curriallum and
instruction department has for sale an
IBM S30 personal computer with an
extended keyboard for the best offer. For
more information, call 372-7320 or stop
by 529 Education Building.

The Graduate Student Senate has for
sale a Macintosh Plus computer with
hard drive for $350 or best offer. For

more information, contact the senate's
office at 372-2426.

No11p1ofil Organization
U.S. Postage Paid
PennitNo. 1
Bow1ing Green, Ohio

The University will observe Veterans'
Day on Thursday, Nov. 11. Classes.
however, will meet as usual that day.
Only those offices which absolutely must
remain open should be staffed, and then
only at minimal levels.

Bring a dish and
help a good cause
Faculty and staff are invited to
participate in a "Turkey Day Potluck
Luncheon" to benefit the local food
pantry. The event is being sponsored by
the Off-Campus Student Center, FOCUS
(First-year Off Campus University
Students) and the NonTraditional Student
Association on Nov. 19.
Those who wish to attend are asked to
sign up in advance with the student
assistant in the Off-Campus Student
Center or call the center at 372-2573.
Guests must sign up to bring a covered
salad, vegetable or dessert dish and
either $1 or one non-perishable food item
to go to the Bowling Green Christian
Food Pantry.
The sponsors of the luncheon will
provide the meat and softdrinks. The
potluck is scheduled for 11 :30 a.m. -1 :30
p.m. in the main lounge of the Off·
Campus Student Center, located on the
ground floor o1 Moseley Hall.
The sponsoring organizations will
transport the money and non-perishable
food donations to the pantry directly
following the event.
"The potluck is a great opportunity for
faculty and staff to socialize with students
on a non-professional level," said Kyle
Dickerson, vice president of FOCUS.
"Guests can share in the spirit of the
holiday while helping a good cause.·

Center open to handle
computer problems
University Computer Services now has
in place a Network Operations Center
(NOC) that can be called to report
problems with the Falcon Data Network.
The phone number is 372-7757 and it
is staffed 24 hours a day, Monday
through Friday, from 8 a.m.-4 p.m. on
Saturday and from 1-11 p.m. on Sunday,
except during holidays.
Persons can call this number to report
problems with dial-up modems, network
connections from offices and problems
reaching any of the computer systems at
BGSU. The computer services operations
staff will be able to take a problem report
and tell the caller what the current status
is or if it is a known problem that is
currently being worked on.
Computer services is working toward
giving University users a single point of
contact for network problems and
connectivity questions. By initiating this
service, UCS should be able to provide
better support for all of the University
community.

Film series cancelled
"Films From China Week,· a weeklong series of Chinese films that ~ to
be shown Nov. 14-20 in the Gish Film
Theater, has been cancelled for this
month. The series has been postpo.-ied
unbl spring semester.
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Actor Danny Glover (left}, who has starred in such films as "The Color Pu~ ·and
"lethal Weapon,· was on campus Nov. 8 to help get the 10th Annual Ethnic~
Co_nference underway. The conference, whk:h ran through Nov. 11, paid tribute to
writer~ Baldwin, and Glover presented a lecture entitled •An &ening with James
Baldwin and Langston Hughes· to a capacity crowd. Speakin{j to him after the talk are
Wtnifr8d Stone of ethnic studies and the Graduate College, who COOldina/sd the
ccnfenlnce, and f!obelt Perry (right), chair of the ethnic slides dsptjutment.

Distinguished Alumnus. actor and artist Bernie Casey was also on hand at the
conference as he helped dedicate the James Baldwin Conference Room in the ethnic
~~in ~el Hall Nov. 10. Baldwin. who died in 1988 and was
~ ~ for his plays and novels focusing on race relations in the U.S.,
was a writer-in-residence at the University in 19"18 and has been the recipient of
~ awan1s from BGSU. Various p/JolDgtaphs taken of Baldwin on his many
visits to cattpJS S/9 on display in the 100111 now bearing his name..

Containing costs a struggle for institutions across the country

As employees choose options, work continues for Health Care Task Force
As University faculty and staff make
their final decisions this week about
which health care option to choose, many
may see it as the end of a long debate
and decision-making process.
But for Dr. Don Boren and the other
members of the Health Care Task Force,
it only means the end of Phase I and the
beginning of Phase II. The body has
been asked by President Olscamp to
continue its examination of the
University's health care situation which
Wlll include evaluating how SI ic:cessfully
the new plan operates after its implementation in January_
In addition, the task force, through its
various committees, will look at health
enhancement and preventive testing, and
whether the University should enter into a
health maintenance organization (HMO),
preferred provider organization (PPO) or
other managed alternatives.
FlflCfmg a~ for the University to
save money and control sky-rocketing
health care costs, as well as continuing to
provide employees with quality coverage
was not an easy charge for the 16member task force made up of faculty,
administrative and classified staff. The
group began meeting in October 1991
and Boren was elected chair by the
members. In addition to being chair of the
legal studies department, Boren teaches
a course in health care law in business.
•At the time we were appointed to the

task force, many reductions were being
made by the state to the University
budget,· Boren said "We knew the
University couldn1 afford to continue
paying for the projected increases in the
current-plan and some decisions had to
be made quickly. It became obvious that
some changes were going to have to be
made, including having employees pay
more for their p1ans.•
The University isn1 the only institution
struggling to contain health care costs.
Businesses big and smaD around the
nation have been reevaluating their plans
and making changes, either cutting
benefits or passing more of the costs to
their employees.
According to information gathered by
the task force, in 1930 Americans spent
$2.8 billion on health care, 3.5 percent of
the gross national product That
amounted to only $23 per person. The
average physician that year earned less
than $10,000. By 1990, the country spent
235 times as much on medical care, a
total of $6662 billion. That amounted to
$2,566 per person and 122·percent of
the gross national product The average
physician that year earned $132,550.
The University has seen its health
care costs rise at an alarming rate in the
past 10 years. In 1984, the annual
contract empbyee contrbrtion tor a

single plan was $0 and the famiY
a>ntribution was $867 whle lhe Univer-

sity contributed $921 for the single plan
and $1,269 for the family plan. By 1993,
contract employees were paying $315 for
a single plan and $1,579 for a family plan
with the University contributing $2,337 to
the single plan and $4,452 to the family
plan.

Wrth health care costs expected to
continue to rise at double digit percentage rates this year, University administrators realized it was time to make some
drastic changes.
Continued on page 3
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:~;-'--Chronological history of BGSU's
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Oisca1np appointed Health Cale Task Fo.-i:a ~of

e.gnt lac.itty members.. m,,, administrati'o'e staff and three dassffied
staff.

Tmk Force Repon sub!r~ to Pres..ident ~for review.
Tas!t Force Report scl:imined to Faculty Welfare Committee as well
as tl'!e crca;r-s ol the Adr.':inistralive Slaff Cour.cil and Cl3SSifi8d Staff
Council 1nr their TS"Yiew a."ld Lnp:..ot rega.-Q;ng the reccmmendamns

contained in !he Task Force Report.
Task Force A6port with ~ng comments of each
~group~ by an ad hoc corr~T.it:ae at Univefsity
adrrJnislndon; ~ bt Presr:Sant C!scalno as well as Craig
lbns oflla Bums-Waidai consulting firm. •

Classified staff prepare to say
good-bye to steps and longevity
The months are numbered for the
classified staffs steps and longevity pay
system at the University. As of July 1,
1994. the system will be phased out and
any future pay increases wiU be acrossthe-board when approved by the Board of
Truslees.
In a vote taken two years ago, an
overwhelming majority of dassified staff
agreed to phase out the current system
which tended to reward new hires rather
than long-tenn employees. According to
Bob Kreienkamp. chair of Classified Staff
Council, changing to the new system in
July will be more fair to all.
Under the present system, employees
receive an annual step inaease until they
reach the top step of that particular
position. Kreienkamp said longevity
inaeases usually begin once an employee has worked at the University
approximately five years, providing a onehaH percent increase on the employee's
base salary every year until his or her
20th year of employment.
When the Board of Trustees approve
a pay inaease for classified staff. a
percentage of that increase must first go
to cover steps and longevity and the
remainder is spread across-the-board as
the actual increase.
"This (current) system has always
benefited short-tenn people and hurt thelong-term employees," Kreienkamp said.
"The average dassified staff member has
worked here 12 112 years and most
people get to their top step within six
years. People who want to make a caree~
here shouldn't be punished."

Implementing a new pay system is not
without some complications. Kreienkamp

said any dassified employee in the step
system prior to June 26, 1991 when the
Board of Trustees approved the new
system, will be allowed to proceed to his
or her top step even if it goes beyond
July 1, 1994. Eleven staff members fall
into this category. he said, with the last
person expected to reach her top step in
1996.
Anyone hired or reclassified after June
26, 1991 will only be able to proceed with
his or her steps until July 1, 1994.
Information about the pay system change
was supposed to be explained to new
employees when they were hired, but
some people have indicated they were
not aware of the impending change.
"We're (Classified Staff Council)
getting a lot of questions about this from
people who weren't here at the time of
the vote in Apnl 1991; he said. "We
explain to them that they will be much
better off under the new system. They wili
never get to a point where they will be at
their top step and have to pay into the
system for others."
He said the new across-the-board
pay system will not include merit considerations.
-We really believe the new system will
be in everybody's best interests and
we're working with the administration
toward a smooth transition." Kreienkamp
said.
CSC is considering sponsoring brown
bag luncheons to explain the changeover
to new hires.

ASC discusses wording on forms
Administrative staff upset about a
clause on University health care forms
which they believe is an invasion of ·
privacy brought their concerns to the
Nov. 4 meeting of Administrative Staff
Council.
The council discussed the statement
which appears on the enrollment forms
from the Benefits Office where all
University employees must indicate their
choice of one of three new health care
options. The statement. which appears in
the marital status box, reads "H divorced
or legally separated and enrolling
dependents, copy of <frvon::e deaee or
legal separation agreement must be
provided before claims for dependents
wiD be considered."
Mary Beth Zachary. libraries and
learning resources. brought the clause to
ASc:s attention. She said no other
marital status is required to provide
similar information and she called the
statement "intimidating."
·1 wonder what the institutional need is
for this. The impflCation is that the
University is going to deny coverage or
become an arm of the court," she said. "I
would think the University would have to
have a more compelling need in order to
. make thiS request"
Beverty Stearns. ASC secretary, said
she talked to Jim Morris, manager of the
Benefits Office, about the statement. He
said most cfivorce decrees or separation
agreements indicate which spoc ISe is
providing insuranCe coverage for
dependents and that is the only information his office is attempting to obtain.

Affected employees only need to provic!El
a copy of that particular portion of the
decree with their enrollment forms.
Steams said Morris also indicated this
request is not new but it is the first time it
has ever appeared on a health insurance
enrollment form.
Norma Stickler, chair of the Personnel
WeHare Committee, said she would
discusS the issue further with John
Moore, executive director of personnel
services.
In other business. council members
approved proposed procedures for
administrative staff market adjustment
requests.. The proposal provides for a
timetable where requests for market
adjustment surveys would be accepted
annually through Dec. 31; survey data
would be collected and disseminated by
personnel services to employees and
their respective vice presidents during
January and February of the following
year; and during the spring, Administrative Council would review requests for
market ad")UStments. including detennination of whether funds are available.
Approved ad"JUStmenlS would then be
effective on July 1.
According to the proposal. requests
for market ad")UStment surveys after Dec.
31 would be included in the next round of
activities. An administrative staff member
requesting a market adjustment survey
on Jan. 1 or later would be included with
the group w1iose end date is the following
Dec. 31.
The proposal will be forwarded to
personnel services-

Association seeking nominations to recognize
accomplished grads from Graduate College

Food Op recognized
for its employment of
persons with disabilities

The annual Faculty Art Exhibition
opens with a public reception from 79 p.m- Friday (Nov. 19) in the Dorothy
·Uber Bl}'an Gallery of the Fine Alts
Center. Among the many works on
display wiD be this piece entitled
"Tazza ~Measuring 12 112 by 4 by 4
inches and made of bronze, brass
and sterling silver, the piece was
created by Tom Muir, art. The multimedia exhibition is scheduled to
continue through Dec. 10. Regular
gallery hours are 9 am.-4:30 p.m. ·
Monday through Friday and 2-5 p.m.
on Sundays. Admission is free. The
gallery wr11 be closed over the
University's Thanksgiving break.

Next 'Breakfast' to
feature philanthropists
'Why We Believe in Northwest Ohio
Philanthropy- will be the topic of the final
fall session of Breakfast in BG on Nov.
19. It will be held in Mileti Alumni Center.
A panel of area donorS will give the
presentation which is scheduled during
National Philanthropy Week. Panelists
inelude Ashel and Dorothy Bryan of
Bowling Green; Harold and Helen
McMaster of Penysburg and Robert King
of the Fifth Third Bank, Northwest Ohio.
Sponsored by the Office of University
Relations, the breakfast wiD begin at 7:30
am. and conclude by 8:45 am..~
reservationS aie required and can be
made by contacting the development .
office at 372-2424. Seating is limited and
tickets are priced at $4.50.

. A Varif'.ty of questions havf'. been raised about facutty collective bargaining and
Its pote_ntial_effects.. 7!1e 8!JWl111g Green State University Faculty Association and
the Uf!tversily administration have asked the Monitor to publish their answers to
questions posed by members of the University community.

Food Operations recently was
presented a Crystal Apple Award in
recognition of its outstanding contributions in the employment of persons with
disabilities.
The recognition was presented by the
Northwest Ohio Placement Association
and Adult Services Providers Consortium.
NOPA is a group of job placement
professionals who assist individuals with
disabilities by locating employment for
them in the communities in which they
live.
Tricia Peters, representing Community
Employment Services of Wood Lane.
presented the award to Bart>ara Erisman.
who accepted on behaH of the University.
Erisman handles employee services for
Food Operations.
The University was cited for its
participation in the CES Transition
Program and giving employment to more
than 30 individuals with disabilities over
the past six years.
"Through these experiences persons
who had not worked before learned firsthand many of the skills necessary to
maintain employment,• according to
Peters. "Barb has faCllitated this process
by detennining the hiring needs of the
individual dining halls and making
suggestions concerning placements that
would benefit both the new worker and
the operation of food services.•
Through cooperative efforts with the
University, CES has been able to give
persons having a wide range of disabilities and needs experience in a realistic
work setting, the nomination for the
award noted.
Food Operations was one of 12
organizations chosen to receive the
Crystal Apple Award this year.
Other award winners from Wood
County were Pizza Hut of Bowling Green,
Progressive Industries of Walbridge and
Creative Food Management of
Perrysburg.

Question: Will BGSlJ-FA answer any of these {AAI) questions?
.~.by BG~lJ-FA: This question comes from an AAI newsletter. Contrary
to its !mpl~ assertion, BG~U-FA has answered virtually all of AAl's "key"
questions in some appropriate forum over the past year. For example, questions
about the BGSU-FA/AAUP position on teaching loads and other workload issues
the role of "seniority" when "management decides to reduce the size of faculty; '
~tc., have been ~ered (to the apparent satisfaction of all those in attendance)
in several open meetings where colleagues from other universities were guest
speakers.
~ having to do with how BGSU-FA is organized, how a negotiating
team will be selected, how bargaining will be conducted, who gets to vote on
what. etc., are answered in the BGSU-FA/AAUP Charter, which was adopted
about one year ago by written ballot of the membership. and which has been
available for public inspection since then in the reserve section of the library.
Many other questions have been answered in the BGSU-FA Newsletter and in
this Monitor column_ We believe only the administration, not we, can provide
answers to many other AAI "key questions," such as those about the roles of
chairs and directors (which the law says we cannot represent) and those about
the day-to-day operations of the University.
~ly. ~~of~ AAI questions are still of the "Have you stopped beating
your ~e? varff'.1Y (II~ the one we are answering here}. Readers will easily
recognize questions like 'Will all faculty •.. receive the same salary?" and "Do you
want us to be labor.••T as propaganda, rather than serious inquiry, so we see no
90c:>d re~n to answer those in any public forum. However, if any member of the
Umv~. community wants the best answer we can honestly provide to any
question, including any AAI "key" question, we invite him or her to ca.II any officer
of BG_SU-FA ~ ask it directly_ If a private answer isn't good enough, ask the
question publicly at any of the open meetings BGSU-FA will hold before the
election. Our position and honest belief is this: The more informative answers
faculty have about collective bargaining before the election, the more likely it is
they will vote our way.

Question: In light of the Implicit accusations aimed at the administration concerning the FPCC grievance process In the most recent BGSUFAI AAUP Assoclatlon News (Nov_ 2nd], what Is the record of the vice
president for academic affairs (VPAA) responses to hearing board
recommendations?

Answer from the _University administration: Upon the initiative of Faculty
Senate, the FPCC gnevance procedures were revised in the spring of 1985
(approval on April 23) in several important ways. A commitment was made to
attempt to settle grievances short of formal hearings by the creation of a
conciriation subcommittee; the petition process was sharpened and made
more e!fici~t by the aeation of an executive committee to saeen petitions;
and objecti_Vity ~f f!~C members was stressed through a provision restricting
membership to individuals who have been neither a grievant nor a respondent
during the imme<fiately preceding three years.
In the eight and one haH years since the adoption of the new procedures
~t is from 1985-86 to the present. there have been a total of 16 griev~
which_were brought to h~ng. Ten of the 16 involved the chair/department as
the pnmary respondent, with the dean serving as co-respondent in five of those
10. Frve others were cases where the dean was principal respondent. and in
one case the VPAA was principal respondent
Six of the 16 cases involved denial of tenure. Three more involved both
denial of tenure and promotion. Three involved only denial of promotion. One
~ a case of non-ri:newat of contract, one was a salary equity/professional
assignments complaint and one case claimed age cflSCrimination in teaching
load assignment The final one involved a faculty membe(s reappointment as
director of a graduate program.
In 15 of these cases the VPAA or president (the one case where the VPAA
was principal respondent) accepted the recommendation of the hearing board.
In only one case - the one involving promotion currently being questioned by
1!19 BGSU-FA- did the VPAA not accept the hearing board's recommendaf!OO: however, she did adopt a recommendation made earfier by the concilia-

Beta Alpha Psi
receives superior
status for 1992-93
The winning tradition continues for the
University's chapter of Beta Alpha Psi
national accounting honor society. For
the 13th time in 14 years, the chapter has
achieved superior status for the 1992-93
year_
In adcfltion, the chapter has received
two $500 scholarships sponsored by
Beta Alpha Psi and funded by the KPMG
Peat Marwich Foundation. The scholarships will be awarded to two accounting
students at a December banquet
Members of Beta Alpha Psi offer
weekly tutoring sessions for introductory
accounting students. hold a three-monthtong tax clinic for senior citizens and are
collecting canned goods to donate to the
flood victims throughout the midwest.
Members of the chapter also hold 12
professional meetings each year and
attend regional and national conferences
' around the country_ Alumni contacl is
provided through social events and a

newsletter.

tion team.

Hammond receives honorary degree in Israel
1:
\_~

Dr. George Hammond, a Distinguished Visiting Professor in photochemistry, received an honorary degree from
the Weizmann Institute of Scientific
research in Rehovt, Israel on Nov- 8.
Hammond has been on the board of

governors and a member of the scientific
advisory committee at Weizmann for 21
years. During that time he has helped the
institute struggle with changing the . . .

academic focus from plire science ro
applied science and technology. ·

The Alumni Association is looking for
accomplished graduates who have
received an advanced degree from the
Graduate College.
The college has 600 fulltime faculty
and 3,000 full- and parttime students. It
offers doctorates in 14 fields covering
more than 80 specialty areas, 13
maste(s degrees with more than 60
areas of specialization, and specialist
degrees in biology and education. Each
year about 650 students are awarded
maste(s degrees, 1O receive specialist
degrees and 65 receive doctoral degrees.
The association is seeking nominations of alumni who represent the high
quality and broad range of programs
offered through the Graduate College.
The University will choose 25 accomplished graduates for recognition at

spring commencement next May.
The goal of the program. according to
Jan Ruma, alumni affairs. is to honor
those who have made noteworthy
contributions in their chosen field and
bring attention to the high caliber of the
University's graduate programs.
To submit a nomination. please send
the nominee's name and address to: Jan
Ruma. Mileti Alumni Center.
Nominations will be accepted no later
than Nov. 29. Nominees will be asked to
submit biographical information to be
considered for recognition. Graduates
who are former alumni association award
recipients will not be considered for this
recognition.
Questions about the program should
be directed to the Office of Alumni Affairs
at 372-2701.

HISTORY
From the front
December 1992

Insurance Committee's input including its response to the constituency
groups' recommendations and suggested benefit plan structure submitted
to President Olscamp for consideration. This information was referred to
the ad hoc committee for review.

March 1993

~ hoc committee's final report submitted to President Olscamp. Report
·~ recommended restructuring of benefits and projected cost data
pertaining to proposed changes. This information was submitted to the
Health Care Task Force for final review.

April 1993

Health Care Task Force's response to ad hoc committee"s recommendations submitted to President Qlscamp.

June 1993

Recommendations for restructuring health care program approved by the
Board of Trustees.

HEALTHCARE
From the front
As the task force began to look for
ways to trim $1 million from the

University's health care costs for the next
fiscal year, Boren said one of the first
things they examined, along with plans
from other universities, was the concept
of seH-insured vs. insured plans. Approximately 10 years ago, he said, the
University changed from using a Blue
Cross/Blue Shield plan to becoming seHinsured.
By being seH-insured, the University
pays its employees' me<fical bills directly
rather than buying a policy through an
insurance company. Boren said the
advantage is that employers have more
control over the design of their poflcies
and usually rearize more savings in their
administrator costs.
Bowling Green's program is typical of
what other large employers are doing.
The University's seH-funded plan has a
stop-loss coverage of $175,000 per claim
(to protect against higll;:ost catastrophic
cases) and an aggregate stop-loss of 125
percent of expected claims. CoreSource
Inc. (formerly Didion) acts as BGSU's
third party administrator to handle
employee claims and is reimbursed on a
per employee basis. Boren said that the
task force found that the University's
current rate of three percent for administrative costs and two percent for stop-loss
does not appear excessive when
compared to a 1988 average administrative expense of 4.9 percent for large
employers.
After studying the current plan,
comparing it to others and recommending
cost-saving ~ the task force's
report was submitted to Faculty Senate,
Administrative Staff Council and Classi-

tied Staff Council for their review and
input. Boren said when the final report
was given to President Otscamp, it also
listed the recommendations provided by
the constituency groups. "Our recommendations were very close to what the
various groups recommended." he said.
The primary areas where the task
force said savings could be made
induded changing the prescription drug
plan ($92,000 savings). revising vision
coverage ($60,000), increasing copayments and deducbbles ($720,000),
placing a cap on mental health and
substanee dependency visits ($85,000)
and placing a cap on chiropractic care
($43,000) for a total projected savings of
$1 million.
Based on the recommendations. three
health care options were developed by
an ad hoc administration committee.
Employees were able to choose a plan
that best fit their pocketbooks and
medical care needs.
·1 think the three plans are good and
will provide us with a projected savings of
three to seven percent," Boren said. "The
University had to act fast in order to make
some savings for the next year. But we
have to continue to examine ways to
save money while still providing quality
care for our employees.
"The main advantage we have going
for us is the fact we have the facifrties on
campus to provide a very good wennesst
preventative program for employees. We
have to educate ourselves to be more
healthy and efiminate over-utifization of
our health care plans. Employees can't
look at this as the University pay ingfor
our biUs beca• ise in reality, we are all
paying."

Classified staff prepare to say
good-bye to steps and longevity
The months are numbered for the
classified staffs steps and longevity pay
system at the University. As of July 1,
1994. the system will be phased out and
any future pay increases wiU be acrossthe-board when approved by the Board of
Truslees.
In a vote taken two years ago, an
overwhelming majority of dassified staff
agreed to phase out the current system
which tended to reward new hires rather
than long-tenn employees. According to
Bob Kreienkamp. chair of Classified Staff
Council, changing to the new system in
July will be more fair to all.
Under the present system, employees
receive an annual step inaease until they
reach the top step of that particular
position. Kreienkamp said longevity
inaeases usually begin once an employee has worked at the University
approximately five years, providing a onehaH percent increase on the employee's
base salary every year until his or her
20th year of employment.
When the Board of Trustees approve
a pay inaease for classified staff. a
percentage of that increase must first go
to cover steps and longevity and the
remainder is spread across-the-board as
the actual increase.
"This (current) system has always
benefited short-tenn people and hurt thelong-term employees," Kreienkamp said.
"The average dassified staff member has
worked here 12 112 years and most
people get to their top step within six
years. People who want to make a caree~
here shouldn't be punished."

Implementing a new pay system is not
without some complications. Kreienkamp

said any dassified employee in the step
system prior to June 26, 1991 when the
Board of Trustees approved the new
system, will be allowed to proceed to his
or her top step even if it goes beyond
July 1, 1994. Eleven staff members fall
into this category. he said, with the last
person expected to reach her top step in
1996.
Anyone hired or reclassified after June
26, 1991 will only be able to proceed with
his or her steps until July 1, 1994.
Information about the pay system change
was supposed to be explained to new
employees when they were hired, but
some people have indicated they were
not aware of the impending change.
"We're (Classified Staff Council)
getting a lot of questions about this from
people who weren't here at the time of
the vote in Apnl 1991; he said. "We
explain to them that they will be much
better off under the new system. They wili
never get to a point where they will be at
their top step and have to pay into the
system for others."
He said the new across-the-board
pay system will not include merit considerations.
-We really believe the new system will
be in everybody's best interests and
we're working with the administration
toward a smooth transition." Kreienkamp
said.
CSC is considering sponsoring brown
bag luncheons to explain the changeover
to new hires.

ASC discusses wording on forms
Administrative staff upset about a
clause on University health care forms
which they believe is an invasion of ·
privacy brought their concerns to the
Nov. 4 meeting of Administrative Staff
Council.
The council discussed the statement
which appears on the enrollment forms
from the Benefits Office where all
University employees must indicate their
choice of one of three new health care
options. The statement. which appears in
the marital status box, reads "H divorced
or legally separated and enrolling
dependents, copy of <frvon::e deaee or
legal separation agreement must be
provided before claims for dependents
wiD be considered."
Mary Beth Zachary. libraries and
learning resources. brought the clause to
ASc:s attention. She said no other
marital status is required to provide
similar information and she called the
statement "intimidating."
·1 wonder what the institutional need is
for this. The impflCation is that the
University is going to deny coverage or
become an arm of the court," she said. "I
would think the University would have to
have a more compelling need in order to
. make thiS request"
Beverty Stearns. ASC secretary, said
she talked to Jim Morris, manager of the
Benefits Office, about the statement. He
said most cfivorce decrees or separation
agreements indicate which spoc ISe is
providing insuranCe coverage for
dependents and that is the only information his office is attempting to obtain.

Affected employees only need to provic!El
a copy of that particular portion of the
decree with their enrollment forms.
Steams said Morris also indicated this
request is not new but it is the first time it
has ever appeared on a health insurance
enrollment form.
Norma Stickler, chair of the Personnel
WeHare Committee, said she would
discusS the issue further with John
Moore, executive director of personnel
services.
In other business. council members
approved proposed procedures for
administrative staff market adjustment
requests.. The proposal provides for a
timetable where requests for market
adjustment surveys would be accepted
annually through Dec. 31; survey data
would be collected and disseminated by
personnel services to employees and
their respective vice presidents during
January and February of the following
year; and during the spring, Administrative Council would review requests for
market ad")UStments. including detennination of whether funds are available.
Approved ad"JUStmenlS would then be
effective on July 1.
According to the proposal. requests
for market ad")UStment surveys after Dec.
31 would be included in the next round of
activities. An administrative staff member
requesting a market adjustment survey
on Jan. 1 or later would be included with
the group w1iose end date is the following
Dec. 31.
The proposal will be forwarded to
personnel services-

Association seeking nominations to recognize
accomplished grads from Graduate College

Food Op recognized
for its employment of
persons with disabilities

The annual Faculty Art Exhibition
opens with a public reception from 79 p.m- Friday (Nov. 19) in the Dorothy
·Uber Bl}'an Gallery of the Fine Alts
Center. Among the many works on
display wiD be this piece entitled
"Tazza ~Measuring 12 112 by 4 by 4
inches and made of bronze, brass
and sterling silver, the piece was
created by Tom Muir, art. The multimedia exhibition is scheduled to
continue through Dec. 10. Regular
gallery hours are 9 am.-4:30 p.m. ·
Monday through Friday and 2-5 p.m.
on Sundays. Admission is free. The
gallery wr11 be closed over the
University's Thanksgiving break.

Next 'Breakfast' to
feature philanthropists
'Why We Believe in Northwest Ohio
Philanthropy- will be the topic of the final
fall session of Breakfast in BG on Nov.
19. It will be held in Mileti Alumni Center.
A panel of area donorS will give the
presentation which is scheduled during
National Philanthropy Week. Panelists
inelude Ashel and Dorothy Bryan of
Bowling Green; Harold and Helen
McMaster of Penysburg and Robert King
of the Fifth Third Bank, Northwest Ohio.
Sponsored by the Office of University
Relations, the breakfast wiD begin at 7:30
am. and conclude by 8:45 am..~
reservationS aie required and can be
made by contacting the development .
office at 372-2424. Seating is limited and
tickets are priced at $4.50.

. A Varif'.ty of questions havf'. been raised about facutty collective bargaining and
Its pote_ntial_effects.. 7!1e 8!JWl111g Green State University Faculty Association and
the Uf!tversily administration have asked the Monitor to publish their answers to
questions posed by members of the University community.

Food Operations recently was
presented a Crystal Apple Award in
recognition of its outstanding contributions in the employment of persons with
disabilities.
The recognition was presented by the
Northwest Ohio Placement Association
and Adult Services Providers Consortium.
NOPA is a group of job placement
professionals who assist individuals with
disabilities by locating employment for
them in the communities in which they
live.
Tricia Peters, representing Community
Employment Services of Wood Lane.
presented the award to Bart>ara Erisman.
who accepted on behaH of the University.
Erisman handles employee services for
Food Operations.
The University was cited for its
participation in the CES Transition
Program and giving employment to more
than 30 individuals with disabilities over
the past six years.
"Through these experiences persons
who had not worked before learned firsthand many of the skills necessary to
maintain employment,• according to
Peters. "Barb has faCllitated this process
by detennining the hiring needs of the
individual dining halls and making
suggestions concerning placements that
would benefit both the new worker and
the operation of food services.•
Through cooperative efforts with the
University, CES has been able to give
persons having a wide range of disabilities and needs experience in a realistic
work setting, the nomination for the
award noted.
Food Operations was one of 12
organizations chosen to receive the
Crystal Apple Award this year.
Other award winners from Wood
County were Pizza Hut of Bowling Green,
Progressive Industries of Walbridge and
Creative Food Management of
Perrysburg.

Question: Will BGSlJ-FA answer any of these {AAI) questions?
.~.by BG~lJ-FA: This question comes from an AAI newsletter. Contrary
to its !mpl~ assertion, BG~U-FA has answered virtually all of AAl's "key"
questions in some appropriate forum over the past year. For example, questions
about the BGSU-FA/AAUP position on teaching loads and other workload issues
the role of "seniority" when "management decides to reduce the size of faculty; '
~tc., have been ~ered (to the apparent satisfaction of all those in attendance)
in several open meetings where colleagues from other universities were guest
speakers.
~ having to do with how BGSU-FA is organized, how a negotiating
team will be selected, how bargaining will be conducted, who gets to vote on
what. etc., are answered in the BGSU-FA/AAUP Charter, which was adopted
about one year ago by written ballot of the membership. and which has been
available for public inspection since then in the reserve section of the library.
Many other questions have been answered in the BGSU-FA Newsletter and in
this Monitor column_ We believe only the administration, not we, can provide
answers to many other AAI "key questions," such as those about the roles of
chairs and directors (which the law says we cannot represent) and those about
the day-to-day operations of the University.
~ly. ~~of~ AAI questions are still of the "Have you stopped beating
your ~e? varff'.1Y (II~ the one we are answering here}. Readers will easily
recognize questions like 'Will all faculty •.. receive the same salary?" and "Do you
want us to be labor.••T as propaganda, rather than serious inquiry, so we see no
90c:>d re~n to answer those in any public forum. However, if any member of the
Umv~. community wants the best answer we can honestly provide to any
question, including any AAI "key" question, we invite him or her to ca.II any officer
of BG_SU-FA ~ ask it directly_ If a private answer isn't good enough, ask the
question publicly at any of the open meetings BGSU-FA will hold before the
election. Our position and honest belief is this: The more informative answers
faculty have about collective bargaining before the election, the more likely it is
they will vote our way.

Question: In light of the Implicit accusations aimed at the administration concerning the FPCC grievance process In the most recent BGSUFAI AAUP Assoclatlon News (Nov_ 2nd], what Is the record of the vice
president for academic affairs (VPAA) responses to hearing board
recommendations?

Answer from the _University administration: Upon the initiative of Faculty
Senate, the FPCC gnevance procedures were revised in the spring of 1985
(approval on April 23) in several important ways. A commitment was made to
attempt to settle grievances short of formal hearings by the creation of a
conciriation subcommittee; the petition process was sharpened and made
more e!fici~t by the aeation of an executive committee to saeen petitions;
and objecti_Vity ~f f!~C members was stressed through a provision restricting
membership to individuals who have been neither a grievant nor a respondent
during the imme<fiately preceding three years.
In the eight and one haH years since the adoption of the new procedures
~t is from 1985-86 to the present. there have been a total of 16 griev~
which_were brought to h~ng. Ten of the 16 involved the chair/department as
the pnmary respondent, with the dean serving as co-respondent in five of those
10. Frve others were cases where the dean was principal respondent. and in
one case the VPAA was principal respondent
Six of the 16 cases involved denial of tenure. Three more involved both
denial of tenure and promotion. Three involved only denial of promotion. One
~ a case of non-ri:newat of contract, one was a salary equity/professional
assignments complaint and one case claimed age cflSCrimination in teaching
load assignment The final one involved a faculty membe(s reappointment as
director of a graduate program.
In 15 of these cases the VPAA or president (the one case where the VPAA
was principal respondent) accepted the recommendation of the hearing board.
In only one case - the one involving promotion currently being questioned by
1!19 BGSU-FA- did the VPAA not accept the hearing board's recommendaf!OO: however, she did adopt a recommendation made earfier by the concilia-

Beta Alpha Psi
receives superior
status for 1992-93
The winning tradition continues for the
University's chapter of Beta Alpha Psi
national accounting honor society. For
the 13th time in 14 years, the chapter has
achieved superior status for the 1992-93
year_
In adcfltion, the chapter has received
two $500 scholarships sponsored by
Beta Alpha Psi and funded by the KPMG
Peat Marwich Foundation. The scholarships will be awarded to two accounting
students at a December banquet
Members of Beta Alpha Psi offer
weekly tutoring sessions for introductory
accounting students. hold a three-monthtong tax clinic for senior citizens and are
collecting canned goods to donate to the
flood victims throughout the midwest.
Members of the chapter also hold 12
professional meetings each year and
attend regional and national conferences
' around the country_ Alumni contacl is
provided through social events and a

newsletter.

tion team.

Hammond receives honorary degree in Israel
1:
\_~

Dr. George Hammond, a Distinguished Visiting Professor in photochemistry, received an honorary degree from
the Weizmann Institute of Scientific
research in Rehovt, Israel on Nov- 8.
Hammond has been on the board of

governors and a member of the scientific
advisory committee at Weizmann for 21
years. During that time he has helped the
institute struggle with changing the . . .

academic focus from plire science ro
applied science and technology. ·

The Alumni Association is looking for
accomplished graduates who have
received an advanced degree from the
Graduate College.
The college has 600 fulltime faculty
and 3,000 full- and parttime students. It
offers doctorates in 14 fields covering
more than 80 specialty areas, 13
maste(s degrees with more than 60
areas of specialization, and specialist
degrees in biology and education. Each
year about 650 students are awarded
maste(s degrees, 1O receive specialist
degrees and 65 receive doctoral degrees.
The association is seeking nominations of alumni who represent the high
quality and broad range of programs
offered through the Graduate College.
The University will choose 25 accomplished graduates for recognition at

spring commencement next May.
The goal of the program. according to
Jan Ruma, alumni affairs. is to honor
those who have made noteworthy
contributions in their chosen field and
bring attention to the high caliber of the
University's graduate programs.
To submit a nomination. please send
the nominee's name and address to: Jan
Ruma. Mileti Alumni Center.
Nominations will be accepted no later
than Nov. 29. Nominees will be asked to
submit biographical information to be
considered for recognition. Graduates
who are former alumni association award
recipients will not be considered for this
recognition.
Questions about the program should
be directed to the Office of Alumni Affairs
at 372-2701.

HISTORY
From the front
December 1992

Insurance Committee's input including its response to the constituency
groups' recommendations and suggested benefit plan structure submitted
to President Olscamp for consideration. This information was referred to
the ad hoc committee for review.

March 1993

~ hoc committee's final report submitted to President Olscamp. Report
·~ recommended restructuring of benefits and projected cost data
pertaining to proposed changes. This information was submitted to the
Health Care Task Force for final review.

April 1993

Health Care Task Force's response to ad hoc committee"s recommendations submitted to President Qlscamp.

June 1993

Recommendations for restructuring health care program approved by the
Board of Trustees.

HEALTHCARE
From the front
As the task force began to look for
ways to trim $1 million from the

University's health care costs for the next
fiscal year, Boren said one of the first
things they examined, along with plans
from other universities, was the concept
of seH-insured vs. insured plans. Approximately 10 years ago, he said, the
University changed from using a Blue
Cross/Blue Shield plan to becoming seHinsured.
By being seH-insured, the University
pays its employees' me<fical bills directly
rather than buying a policy through an
insurance company. Boren said the
advantage is that employers have more
control over the design of their poflcies
and usually rearize more savings in their
administrator costs.
Bowling Green's program is typical of
what other large employers are doing.
The University's seH-funded plan has a
stop-loss coverage of $175,000 per claim
(to protect against higll;:ost catastrophic
cases) and an aggregate stop-loss of 125
percent of expected claims. CoreSource
Inc. (formerly Didion) acts as BGSU's
third party administrator to handle
employee claims and is reimbursed on a
per employee basis. Boren said that the
task force found that the University's
current rate of three percent for administrative costs and two percent for stop-loss
does not appear excessive when
compared to a 1988 average administrative expense of 4.9 percent for large
employers.
After studying the current plan,
comparing it to others and recommending
cost-saving ~ the task force's
report was submitted to Faculty Senate,
Administrative Staff Council and Classi-

tied Staff Council for their review and
input. Boren said when the final report
was given to President Otscamp, it also
listed the recommendations provided by
the constituency groups. "Our recommendations were very close to what the
various groups recommended." he said.
The primary areas where the task
force said savings could be made
induded changing the prescription drug
plan ($92,000 savings). revising vision
coverage ($60,000), increasing copayments and deducbbles ($720,000),
placing a cap on mental health and
substanee dependency visits ($85,000)
and placing a cap on chiropractic care
($43,000) for a total projected savings of
$1 million.
Based on the recommendations. three
health care options were developed by
an ad hoc administration committee.
Employees were able to choose a plan
that best fit their pocketbooks and
medical care needs.
·1 think the three plans are good and
will provide us with a projected savings of
three to seven percent," Boren said. "The
University had to act fast in order to make
some savings for the next year. But we
have to continue to examine ways to
save money while still providing quality
care for our employees.
"The main advantage we have going
for us is the fact we have the facifrties on
campus to provide a very good wennesst
preventative program for employees. We
have to educate ourselves to be more
healthy and efiminate over-utifization of
our health care plans. Employees can't
look at this as the University pay ingfor
our biUs beca• ise in reality, we are all
paying."

DATEBOOK
Monday, Nov. 15
Italian Rim Series, "The Conformist..
(1970), 3:30 p.m., Gish F~m Theater. Free.
Subtitles.
Auditions, for the BGSU Theatre
production of "Breakfast Anytime," 7 p.m., 400
University HaD. Call 372·2222 for more

information.

Tuesday, Nov. 16
Classified Staff Council Meeting, 9 am.' noon, Taft Room, Union.
Brown Bag Lunch Program, ·13 Myths
About Raising Children· by Dr. Donald
Savage, M.D., of Blanchard Valley Hospital,
noon-1 p.m., personnel services' training
room, College Park Office Building. Free.
Economics Colloquium Series, "Who
Gets the Growth Jobs?" by Dr. Mary Ellen
Benedict and Dr. Peter VanderHart, 3:30 p.m .•
4000 Business Administration Building.
Concert, by the BGSU Jazz Combos. 7
p.m .. Bryan Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts
Center. Free.
Auditions, for the BGSU Theatre
production of ·Break.last Anytime." 7 p.m., 400
University Hall. Call 372-2222 for more
information.
Weight Room Awareness, 7·9 p.m ..
Student Recreation Center.
Reading, by visting poet Theodore Enslin.
7:30 p.m .. Prout Chapel. Free.
Planetarium Show, "The Light-Hearted
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye.· 8
p.m.. BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.
Coalition for Transcuttural Enhancement Meeting, 9 p.m., main lobby, Prou1 Hall.

Vikki Krane, HPER, 1:30-2:30 p.m., 403
Moseley.
DisleftaUon Defense, ·Autonomy.
Authority, and Moral Responsi>ili1ies" by
Thomas May, philosophy, 3 p.m., 301 Shatzel.
Concert, by the Toledo Opera. 7 p.m.,
McStide Auditorium, Firelands College. Free.
call 433-5560 or 1-800-322-4787 for more

information.
Faculty Artist Series, a performance by
tubist Ivan Hammond. 8 p.m., Bryan Recital
Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
Theatre Production, "The Adding
Machine; 8 p.m., 411 South Hall. Admission
is $2. Seating limited.
WBGU-TV Program, "Journal 1993"will
look at the pros and cons of NAFTA, 10 p.m .•
Channel 27. Viewers can call in at 372-7250

or 1-800-453-2437.

Thursday, Nov. 18
Convocation, in honor of Distinguished
University Professor Dr. Michael Doherty. he
will give an address entitled "A Personal View
Of What It Means To Be A University Faculty
Member," 3:30 p.m .• Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Union.
Women's Basketball, vs. Slovenian
National Team. 7:30 p.m .. Anderson Arena.
Musical Artist Series, concert by Sax 4th
Avenue. 7:30 p.m., McBride Auditorium.
Firelands College. Free. Call 433-5560 or 1-

800-322-4787 ext. 291.
Racism Reduction Center Meeting, 8
p.m., second floor, Student Services Building.
Theatre Production, "The Adding

OBITUARY

Wednesday, Nov. 17

Robert R. Joynt

Issues in Cultural Diversity, a panel
diso •ssion on "Society's Changing Phases in
Family Studies," 10 am.-noon. conference

Dr. Robert R. Joynt, 77, a professor
emeritus of special education, died Nov. 4
at St. Vincent's Medical Center in Toledo.
Joynt joined the University in 1967 and
retired in 1981. In addition, he also was a
child psychologist for L'Anse Creuse
Schools in Mt. Clemens, Mich., for two
years and the Wood County Mental
Health Clinic for seven years_
He also had been president for
Psychotherapy and Testing Service, Inc.
and was associated with the Family Life
Counseling Center in Defiance.
Joynt received his bachelor's degree
from Central Michigan University and his
master's degree from Wayne State
University. He was awarded his doctorate
from the University of Northern Colorado.
He was a member of several organizations including the Ohio Psychological
Association, Gideons International, Grace
Brethren Church and the National
Association of Watch and Clock Collectors.
Memorials may be made to Gideons
International, New Directions Ministries,
the Westminister Academy or Grace
Brethren Church in Bowling Green.

room. Jerome Library.
Student Open Forum, noon-1 p.m.• Chart
Room, McFaD Center.
Parking Appeals Commltlee Meeting, 1
p.m., parking services, Commons.
Feminist Forum, "The Application of the
Feminist Paradigm in Sports Psychology" by

CLASSIFIED
E:rvtPLOYMENT
OPPORTUNITIES
New vac:anc:ies
Posting expiration date for employees to
apply: Noon. Friday. Nov. 1911-19-1 Housekeeping Manager 3

PayGrade29
Physical Plant
11-19-2 Maintenance Repair Worker 2
and Pay Grade 7
11-19-3 Physical Plant
(TWO positions)

FACULTY/STAFF POSITIONS
The following faculty position is available:

Environmental Health Program: (Reopened search) Assistant professor (tenure-track}.
Contact Gary Silvemlan (2-7774). Begins January 1994 or August 1994.
The following administrative staff positions are available:
Admissions: Director of admissions. Contact Peter Hu1chinson, Office of Academic Affairs..
Review of applications wiD begin Nov. 15.
Biological Sciences: Researt:h assistant (grant-funded). Contact personnel services (2-2227).
Deadline: Dec. 1.
Development: Associate diredor of development. planned giving (search reopet led). Contact
personnel services (2-2227)_ Deailine: Dec. 17.
Sludent Aclfvities: Direclor of <11ie11tati011_ Contact personnel seivices (2-8426)_ Deadline:
Dec..3.

Machine; 8 p.m., 411 South Hal. AdmissiOn
is $2. Sealing limited.
Concert, by Monday Lab Band and
Tuesday Lab Band, 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center.
Lenhart Clasalc American Rim Serles,
"Yankee Doodle Dandy,· a musical biography
of George Cohan. 8 p.m., Gish Fdm Theater.
Free.

Friday, Nov. 19
Rellectlve Teachlng Series, "Reflectivity
and Multiculturalism Across the Curriculum:
Sites of Uncertainty, Risk and Possibility" by
Dr. Kathy Farber, EDFI, 9:30-11:30 a.m.,
Alumni Room, Union.
Falcon Club Luncheon, noon, Days Inn.
Women's Swimming, vs. Toledo, 3 p.m.•
Cooper Pool.
Men's Swimming, vs. Toledo, 5:30 p.m .•
Cooper Pool.
Men's Basketball, vs. Croatiazrinjevac.
7:30 p.m., Anderson Arena
Brown Bag Lunch Program, -Caring for
Elderly Parents" by Sue Robinson, R.N., of
Blanchard Valley Hospital. noon-1 p.m.,
personnel services' training room. College
Park Office Building. Free.
BGSU School of Art Faculty Exhibition
Reception, 7-9 p.m., Dorothy Uber Bryan
Gallery. Fine Arts Center. The exhibition will
be on display through Dec. 10 from 9 am.4:30 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m. on Sundays.
The gallery will be dosed over the University's
Thanksgiving recess.
Reception, for "A Sari Show: Wearable
Indian Wonders," 7-9 p.m., BGSU School of
Art Gallery, Fine Arts Center. Free. The
exhibition will be on <flSplay through Dec. 10
from 9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. weekdays and 2-5 p.m.
on Sundays. The gallery will be closed over
the University's Thanksgiving recess.
UAO Alm, "Poetic Justice," 7 p.m.• 9 p.m.
and midnight, 21 O Math Science Building.
Admission $1.50 with valid BGSU l.D.
Planetarium Show~ "The light-Hearted
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye,· 8
p.m_, BGSU Planetarium. $1 donation
suggested.

Theatre Production, "The Adding
Machine; 8 p_m., 411 South Hall. Admission
is $2. Seating limited.

Saturday, Nov. 20
Football, vs. Western Michigan, 1 :30 p.m.,
Doyt Perry Stadium.
Theatre Production. "The Adding
Machine," 2 pm., 411 South HalJ_ Admission
is $2. Seating lir009d.
UAO Film, -Poetic Justice," 7 pm., 9 pm.
and midnight, 21 o Math Science Building_
Admission is $1.50 with valid BGSU LO.
Theatre Produclion, "The Adding
Machine," 8 p.m.., 411 South Hall. Admission
is $2. Sealing limited.
World Percussion Night, will be presented by the BGSU Percussion Ensentie,
Kusuma Sari Gamelan and the Afro-Cartlbean
Drumming Ensentie, 8 pm., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. free_

Sunday, Nov. 21
Concert, by the BGSU Men's Chorus and
the Women's Chorus, 3 p.m., Kobacker Hall,
Moore Musical Ar1s Center. Admission is $5
for adults and $3 for stlJdenls_ can 372-8171
or 1-800-589-2224 for licketsTchalkowsky and the Russians Series, a
lecture on "Mendefeeii and the Periodic Table
of Chemical Elements" by Dr. David Newman
and Dr. Robert Midden, both of chemis11y, 6:30
p.m., 123 Overman HaD. Free.
~Show, "The Light-Hearted
Astronomer & More Than Meets The Eye;
7-:30 p.m., BGSU Planetarium.. $1 donation
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Library
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Note schedule for
identification cards
Photo identification cards wiU be
prepared fOl all faa.ihy and staff over
the next few weeks. Each department or office on campus has been
scheduled for a specified week for
its faculty and staff to go to the
Photo ID Office to have their pictures
taken and receive their cards.
The schedule for the next two
weeks is:
Nov. 15-19: All departments
within the College of Arts and
Sciences
Nov. 22-24: All departments
within the College of Health and
Human Services, the College of
Musical Arts and the College of
Technology
The Photo ID Office is located at
the rear entrance of the Commons
and is open from 9 a.m.-3 p.m. daily.
For more information, call 372-6081.

GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Popular new dining hall makes workday busy for cooks

In order to better serve and meet the
needs of the University community,
University Computer Services (UCS) and
the University Computing Council (UCC)
are soliciting nominations (including self
nominations) for membership on the
following subcommittees of UCC:
Instruction Subcommittee: Advises
and makes recommendations to UCC on
matters of personnel, overall direction,
hardware and software acquisition and
any other issue concerned with instructional computing at the University_
Networking Subcommittee: Insures
timely advances and additions to the
University's networking capabilities and
facilitates the ease by which information
flows aaoss campus.
Research Subcommittee: Advises and
makes recommendations to UCC on
matters of personnel, overall direction,
hardware and software acquisition and
any other issue concerned with research
computing at BGSU.
Security Subcommittee: Provides a
sea.ire computing environment via
continual sautiny and updating procedures, policies and hardwareTo nominate someone to one or more

of these subcommittees, contact John
Tisak, chair of UCC, at 372-2246, or use
email: jtisak@trapper. Please include the
nominee's department and email
address-

Pens, notes available
Office supplies now has in stock Pilot
V-Ball Extra Rne riquid pens. The pens
are sold individually and the color choices
are black, red and blue_
The office also has added 3 x 3 neon
and pastel Post-It Notes which are sold
by the cube (450 sheets per cube)For more information or stock item
numbers, call inventory management at
372-2135 or 372-2121.

FoRSAI,E

suggested.

Concert, by the Bowling Green String
Quartet, 8 pm., Kobacker l:!all, Moore Musical
Arts Center. free_

BOWLING

Staff works hard to ·accommodate extra diners, different setting

Nominations solicited

The legal studies department has for
sale a metal supply cabinet with five
shelves. For more information, call 3722376.
'
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"We're about three times as busy
as we thought we'd be, and we started
out with about half the staff we really
needed," said Ann Betts, manager of
the new food court at Founders
residence hall. "We've got faculty,
staff, and students from other residence halls walking over here to eat.·
Founders Keepers, as the new
eating establishment is called, is quite
different from the traditional dining hall
in that it offers a wide variety of food,
much like a shopping mall food court.
This has proved extremely popular,
but for the staff it has also presented
some major challenges_"
Said lead cook Sue Freshcorn,
· "Most of it's like what we've been
doing in the regular dining halls, but
here you're doing it all at the same
time."
Freshcorn described a t}'pical day's
menu at Founders Keepers. Patrons
may order from the salad bar, the
pasta bar, which has four kinds of
pasta and four types of sauce daily,
the wok area. where you may have
any combination of meats and
vegetables cooked to order or take the
special of the day, the pizza bar, the
Mexican bar, the deli, where you make
your own sandwich, or the "feature
line; which offers soup, a casserole,
vegetables, and a special hot sandwich.
The selections vary daily and the
staff is still evaluating what sells and
what doesn't. Freshcorn said the
popularity of the pasta bar was a bit of
a surprise_ Likewise, the salad bar

Nov. 22, 1993

Lee Meserve to
be graduation
speaker Dec. 18
The University's newest Distinguished
Teaching Professor, Dr. Lee
Meserve, will
deliver the address
during winter ·
commencement
exercises Dec. 18.

Taking a break before the rush of lunch at the new Founders Keepers are (from
left) Shirley Brokamp, who is in charge of salad and dessert preparation, Sue
Freshcom, lead cook, and Judy Foos, line cook_
often needs to be replenished after just
15 to 20 minutes.
"The kids are eating differently from
what we anticipated and at first we were
going crazy_ It's kind of mellowed out
now. We also know more when classes
are letting out and when it's going to be

busy; she said.
Getting through the first two weeks
was something of a lesson in survival,

judging from the reactions of some of
the staff. Said cook Pat Cardenas,
"Everyone here has to work together or
we all go down. It's become more like a
second home to us_·
As a result, a strong sense of team
spirit seems to have developed among
the staff. Everyone has pitched in to

Continued on page 3

Questions from classified staff lead to health plan changes
Thanks to sharp eyes and pressing questions by some
members of the classified staff, beneficial changes have been
made in the third health plan option, Bob Kreienkamp, chair of
Classified Staff Council, said at the council's Nov. 16 meeting.
Kreienkamp said council members have received many
inquiries from classified staff about the health care options,
especially about Plan Ill in the areas of emergency, maternity
and preventive care. Many people felt the inadequate coverage
in these areas made that particular plan unattractive and forced
them to tum to Plan I which is more expensive_
After looking more closely at the details of Plan Ill,
Kreienkamp, who is a member of the Health Care Task Force,
said the option had not been developed the way the task force
had originally intended_ "It was my understanding that plans II
and Ill were included to provide some incentive for employees to
switch from the more expensive present first dollar plan," he
wrote in a memo to University administrators. "The late changes
made in the alternatives, in particular Plan Ill, have had the exact
opposite effect and I believe force the employee to remain in
Plan I."
After writing about these concerns to Robert Martin, vice
president for operations, and President Olscamp and cflSCUSSing
the situation with Dr. J. Christopher Dalton, vice president for

planning and budgeting, Kreienkamp said some clarifications
and changes were made to Plan llL
Prior to the changes, materials explaining the three plans
indicated that coverage for emergency care under Plan Ill would
be 80 percent for reasonable and customary charges after a
copayment of $50 for hospital emergency room or $25 for
urgent care_ All charges were to be subject to deductibles. Plan
Ill emergency care has now been changed to the same as Plan
II with coverage for up to $400 of charges paid after a
copayment of $50 for hospital emergency room service or $25
for services provided at urgent care centers. Additional charges
over $400 will be covered at 80 percent for reasonable and

customary.
Under maternity care, the $15 per office visit co-pay under
the original plan has been waived and now all visits will be paid
on an 80/20 basis in Plan 111.
For preventive care under the plan, persons will pay $15 for
office calls and aH tests will be covered whereas before the
change, the $15 co-pay went toward the cost of the tests and
not the office call.
Kreienkamp said he was happy with the changes and thinks

Continued on page 3

President
·~-· ,
Olscamp will
_
preside over the
10 a.m. ceremony
in Anderson Arena
when approxiLee Meserve
mately 1,200
students are
expected to graduate.
In October, Meserve, biological
sciences, was named the fifth Distinguished Teaching Professor by the Board
of Trustees. The honor is one of the
most prestigious given at the University
and recognizes outstanding performance
in the classroom.
A member of the facuhy since 1973,
Meserve has earned a reputation among
his students for making the extra effort
both inside and outside the classroom.

Deadline extended
for enrollment forms
Faculty and staff now have until
Tuesday, Nov. 30, to return their
health care enrollment forms to the
Benefits Office.
The previous deadline for choosing one of three health care plans
was Nov. 15. However, due to
darifications made to Plan Ill in the
areas of emergency, maternity and
preventive care, that deadline has
been extended.
Jim Morris, manager of the
Benefits Office, said persons who
have already selected a plan, but
now due to the darifications, would
like to change to another plan can do
so by filling out a new enrollment
form and returning it by Nov_ 30.
Forms can be obtained at the
Benefits Office.
Faculty and staff who do not
return an enrollment form by Nov. 30
and who currently have University
health coverage will automatically be
enrolled in Plan I which most
resembles the present plan.
All full-time facuhy and staff will be
receiving a health care newsletter
further explaining the clarifications to
Plan Ill and other information_

